
Online Distribution (Online Store) 

Online sales or better known as an online store requires three separate but intertwined parts to 

make it work; a user friendly website, an efficient safe and secure online payment system and finally 

an efficient distribution system. For you the entrepreneur the most important component probably 

is payment because that is where you earn your money but for the customer it is distribution 

because that is where they receive the product they ordered.  

Therefore, if a customer receiving his or her product is important shouldn’t you prioritise it as much 

as you do receiving payment? I say this because companies drop the ball when it comes to online 

distribution. The essence of online sales is the convenience of your customer not having to travel to 

your physical store but to sit at home, order, pay and receive the product at their doorstep. 

Therefore the success and subsequent growth of your online store rests on your ability to deliver the 

right product to your customer. 

This brings me to the first key; make sure you deliver the right product. Nothing is more 

disappointing than ordering a product only to find the incorrect product has been delivered.  

Thereafter, delivery time; be realistic and honest about the time it will take you to transport a 

product from you to the customer. And in saying that, make sure you have counted the cost; is it 

worth shipping a product that you sell for R100 whilst the shipping cost is R90?                 

Then there is delivery method. How are you going to ship the product to your customers? Some 

online stores use their own trucks whilst others use courier services such as DHL. I suggest you do 

the maths to determine which one is financially viable and at the same time efficiently delivers. 

In terms of internal operations, the best method is an automated system. An online store should be 

fully automated from the website to online payment to product allocation and stock keeping. Have a 

system that is linked to the online store with your warehouse. Whenever a product is purchased 

online it should notify the warehouse system that such a product has been purchased, needs to be 

prepped for delivery and must be removed as inventory. The last thing you want is for a customer to 

purchase a product that is no longer in stock. 

Finally return policy; should you have one? Yes you should, many times a product is not satisfactory 

or has a different function from what the customer intended. Let the customer ship it back and then 

you determine a refund, product exchange or simple to fix whatever had malfunctioned.  
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